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Mace, Mortar Board Select
13 Students, One Professor
New Members of Sigma,
Pi Sigma Also Announced
MACE, local men's honorary organization, tapped
three new student members and one new faculty member, and Mortar Board, national women's honorary

tler in his freshman year. He has
been a counselor and the recording secretary of Delta Tau Delta.
ISIDKAWA is a math major with
a grade point of 2.05. H€ is active in ROTC and in interfraternity sports as well as being an instructor in karate. He is a member nf Delta Tau Delta where he
has held the office.s of corresponding S€Cretary and president.
R.utz is an anthropology major
with a grade point of 1. 97. He is
active in fcot~all, as a counselor,
and in Jnterfrnternity Council as
secretar:v. He !S also a founding
father of the anthropology club.
Miss Ansorge is an English and
anthropol ogy major with a grade
point of 2.545. She is active in
Kappa Alpha Theta and student
government of which she was recently electe-d vice- president. She
is a memi-,€r of the concert choir.
the Messiah chorus, and the women's glee club
MISS Bigony is an anthropology
major with a grade point of 2.454.
She has been elected to Sigma
and Pi Sigma. She is a co-editor
of the Handbook committee and
has served as folk dance chairman and vice-president of the
Women's Recreation association.
She is a member of the Lawrence
Women's association, Women's

organization tapped ten new student members at the convocation
join Mary Ann Pepin , Carol Belyesterday. Mace tapped Bob Pep- linghausen , Gretchen Minning, JiJl
per, J ohn Ishikawa , and Henry
Parson , Barb Bradley, Suz Keller ,
Marilyn Fox and Peg Crane.
Rutz as well as Dr. Merton M.
Seal ts , profess-or of English , while
In tapping Se alts , Mace want.Mortar Boar? tapped Lynne Aned to honor a man "who has comsorge , Be~ Bigony, Su an ne Eaton, bined the qualities of an assiduC~rolyn F_1sch~r, Lynn Kehoe, J~ous scholar and a concerned
d1th Paum, Kns Sodergren, Ingnd
teacher." "It is an expression,"
T~cholke , Jan Watson and Barb said the Mace spokesman, "of our
\\etherell.
appreciation for your persistent
AT the same time , Sigma honorefforts to be- an effective scholar
ary ,o rganization for women who
and teacher. You have already reachieved a grade point of 2.5 or ceived recognition for your scholbetter for the work of their fresharship, and now we acclaim your
man year named its new memdevotion to your students. In the
bers. They are Elizabeth Board- words of another great American
way, Judy Christopher, Marge scholar, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Fechner, Marge Granger, Su- you have 'cheered, raised, and
zanne Heileman, Candy Jones,
guided your students by showing
Paula Lambrecht, Marilyn Manthem the facts among appearchester. Margaret Meloy, Mary ances.' " .
Ann Michael, Jean Neutz, Sandra
Pepper is a psychology major
Reising and Susan Taylor.
with a grade point of 2.05. He has
Similarly Pi Sigma, a women's
received the Brokaw bucket, has
honorary for students who main- been a co-captain of the Viking
tain a grade point of 2.25 or bettrack team who currently holds a
Continued on Page 4
ter for their first ·four terms at
pole vault record and was a wresLawrence and combined their academic a-cWevement with service
LA WREN CE STUDENTS learn the fundamentals.. of to the university community, ansailing as part of the co-educational physical education nounced its new members. They
classes being held this term. The students received are Nora Bailey, Hope Herron,
shore instruction as well as actual ·S ailing experience in Jan Ferry, Nancy Stover, Roberta
Patterson, Debbie Biggers and
in X-class craft at the Neenah Nodaway Yacht club.
A NUMBER of Lawrence professors are not schedMarcia Rogers.
uled
to teach here next year. Among these Young H.
The new Mace members will
Lee, Dr. Carl P. Wellman, Dan P. Cole, Miss Dorothea
join Tom Conley, Tim Knabe , Jay
W. Harvey, Mrs. Anne B. Lay,
·
Speare, Dan Foster, Tony ValuDr. H. David Potter and Miss
Miss Forter, professor of Engkas , Dick Mewaldt, Dave FoxElizabeth T. Forter told Lawrenlish , ,wi1'1 be taking a year off to go
grover, Chuck Bennison , Nick Votian reporters their plans for next to London. Her plans are "a lit'gel and Jim Walrath who were
year.
tle vague ," but she would like to
ANNOUNCEMENTS took up the greater part of a elected earlier to the men's honLEE, instructor in chemistry, is
work on Shaw and catch up on her
orary
founded
in
1911
on
the
Lawshort Student Senate meeting Monday night. Presid.erit
leaving to work on his doctorate
reading for the last ten years.
rence
campus.
Mark Saltzman explained that J-Board petitions. will
at
Cornell
university
in
Ithac
a,
THE new members of Mortar
be due May 13, with elections
·
Board , a national° organization New York.
planned for May 17. Fifty sign2p€titions must be submitted to
Dr. Carl P. Wellman, associate
founded in 1918 and whose Theta
tures are required on each petiSaltzman by May 14. Executive
Alpha chapter ' was founded .in professor of philosophy, will be
tion.
Council will propose a slate to be
working on a book about the jus1922 on the Lawrence campus, will
STUDENT - F aculty committee
voted on at the SS meeting May 24.
tification of ethical statements at
The deadline for submission of
the University of Michigan at
Presidents Committee petitions is
Ann Arbor. He will be on a felMay 26. Selection of members
lowship from the American Counwill be announ<:ed May 31.
cil of Learned Societies next year,
. Since this past Wednesday, petiand plans to return to Lawrence
tions for these two groups have
for the next acadmic y ar.
been available in the ContributorPlans are getting under way
Dan P. Cole, assistapt professor
Miss Mary E. Morton, dean of Student 'Senate office next to the
for
the
annual
May
Day
ceremonof
religion, will be teaching reTerrace
room.
President
Saltzman
women, has annoW1ced the girls ·
ligion at Lake Forest <Illinois)
keeps office hours between 12 : 45 ies, Sunday, May 9, sponsored by
selected for next year's coW1Selcollege beginning next year. He
the Lawrence Women's associaors and those selected to live in and 2 :15 daily.
will also ·be teaching the "westAL
STERN
noted
that
no
petition.
N01th house. A total of 24 rising
Student may purchase regular ern civilization" course given
juniors will serve as counsel- tions for ·Ariel editor or business
there, which is apparently similar
manager had yet been received.
meal tickets for parents wanting
ors, while 17 rising seniors will
to Lawrence's freshman studies.
The deadline has therefore been to eat breakfast on campus on
live in North house.
advanced to May 11.
May Day at Sage or Colman, as
MISS Harvey, associate profesCounselors include Vaughan ArAll students with "any experi- no special parents' breakfast is
sor of religion, will be taking a
iano, Nora Bailey, Lois Beck,
ence at all" were asked to con- planned this year.
sabbatical leave to study at either
Ruth Charlton, Leslie Daniels,
tact Stern or Nat Tileston for
In the afternoon, the May queen
Heidelberg or Tuebingen, GerMary Dillingsofski and Susan
further information.
will be crowned, followed by the
many. She intends to study litDudley. Others are Lee Galda
SPECIAL Projects committee traditiona1l tea in the Riverview
erary
criticism of the Old TestaKathy Glaeser, Hope Harron,
chairman Bob Malueg announced lounge.
ment during the winter term and
Crary Hoyt, Christine Kaufman,
that ticket sales for the Dave BruAt 4 p.m., following the tea, a
would like "to dig more" during
and Patricia Kelley.
beck concert would begin Thurs- concert will be presented by the her year away from Lawrence.
Susan Krohne, Kathy Link, Condav at the box office.
Lawrence singers, under the diMrs. Lay, associate professor
nie Magistrelli, Barbara Martin,
Prices are $3.25, $2.85 and $2 .50. rection of LaV~hn Maesch, direc- of biology, plans to sµend her
Susan Miller, Charlot Nelson and
A dorm sales campaign is plan- tor of the conservatory, in Har- sum.mer at the desert biology inBobbie Paterson will also serve as
ned for a later date.
per hall.
stitute of the State University of
counselors. Nancy Pattullo MarCommittee chairmen for this Ari,zona at Tempe. She will be at
cia Rogers, Cynthia Russell and
year's events are as folfows: set- Berkeley during the fall tenn and
Sue Zimmerman conclude the list.
up, Margo Masuhr and Sue Zim- is uncertain a~opt her spring
UnionGroup
to
North house residents are Marimerman ; tea, Jan Ferry; posters,
plans, although they will include
lyn Anker, Bea Bigony, Carolyn
for
Linda Buchanan; balloting, Sue work in a biology station someFischer, Sue Glaser, Marcia GlidThe annual May nay party for Dudley; publicity, Jan Ahrens- where.
den and Marcy Hill. Others infeld; invitations, Marty Coburn
Potter, assistant professor of
clude Lynn Kehoe, Annette Maf- faculty children, ages 2-10 years,
and Bonnie Cremer; flowers, Lee biology, will be working on a post· PROFESSOR of medical genetics
will be held at 2 p.m. this Sunday,
fia and Carla Mettling.
doctorate fellowship in the depart- and acting director of the Medical
Galda.
May 2, in the Union.
Other residents are Nan OrthChairman
of
May
Day
activiment of zoology at the University Center at the University of WisIt
will
include
a
candy
hunt,
enmann, Fawn Peckman, Mary
of
Wisconsin at Madison. He will consin, James r.F. Crow, addresses
is
Prilla
Larsen.
Her
LWA
ties
Schelhor-n, Jeanne Schneider, Cin- tertainment and games afterthe Honors Day convocation last
dy Stevens, Ingrid Tucholke , Marti wards. The party is sponsored by · co-social chairman is Nora Bail- fi€ studying the nervous system
week .
of
insects.
ey.
the
Union
committee.
Virtue and Jan Watson.

Leaving Professors Discuss
Plans For Work Next Year

Senate Asks For Petitions
For Ariel, Two Co111111ittees

LWA To Sponsor
May~Day Activities

Dean Names Girls

For Honor Groups

Party

Hpld
Children

Students Travel to Baraboo
For Annual Geo Field Trip
By ALEXANDRA ABERCROMBIE
THIS WEEKEND 56 Lawrence students will participate in the Geology depa'rtment's annual field trip, to
the Baraboo hills and Devil's lake in Wisconsin. As
they travel by bus with their instructo rs and student assista nt
Bill Savage, they will practice
CW G
("car-window geology" J,
noting the beach ridge and deposi ts at Lake Oshkosh, which
once w as four or five times the
siw of Lake Winnebago.
DURING the llO-mile trip,
leade rs will point out various end moraines and drumlins (cigDrsha ped hills ).

tire

The purpose of the fi eld trip is
to apply the academic princi1lles
learned in the cl assroom to real
sftuations. Students prepare fol:'
one- and-a-half terms to put their
knowledge to use in a practical,
creative, learning e nvironment.
A $9.50 fee covers bus fare, room
expenses and Sunday breakfast .

Saturday morning the geologists
will collect trilobites (extinct a rthropod fossils ) and other fossils.
IN mE afternoon , they plan to
travel the upper narrows of the
hills, study the world-famous Baraboo quartzite and visit the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad
quany. There they will be able
to examine ballast and determine
the ratio of Precambrian and
Paleozoic layers in ? crosssection
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of the gorge.
Saturday night, the field workers will sleep at the Devi-Bara resort in the area.
Early Sunday morning, the
group will split into pairs to tackle
the northern range of the Baraboo
hills. Equipped with compass and
hammer, ea ch pair will roam
the hills and woods , mapping the
geology of the region.
"WE'VE neve r lost anybody."
remarked Leonard Weis, as sistant
professor of geology, with a confident smile. He advises students
to wear jeans or overalls, for "the
attire is informal" and raspberry
patches are abundant.
The students will investigate
Devil's lake, a classic example of
dragfold. Climbing bluffs, studying the evidence of glacial activi··
ties and working out the history
of Devil's lake and the Wisconsin
river will fill most of Sunday afternoon.
Energy and time permitting. the
geologists will study advancing
seas and beach deposits at Parfrey's glen, · where they may collect quartz crystals and specular
hematite, an iron ore.
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PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 ,p.m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

POETRY READING
CANCELLED

The poetry reading program
"Tapestry of the Seasons," to
be given by Harrington high
school student group next Friday, May 7, has been cancelled.

Facuity Artists

To Open Show
At Art Center
The work of three faculty aritsts-sculptor Collan B. Kneale,
silversmith E. Dane Purdo, and
printmake r Arithur Thrall - will
be exhibited during May at the
Art center.
The show will open with a reception for the artists from 3 to
5 p.m., Sunday, May 2. All three
men came to Lawrence as a result
of the merger with MilwaukeeDowner college last fall.
Kneale , who works in all media of three-dimensional design,
studied at Shimer college, Mt.
Cano 11, Ill., the Pratt Institute of
Brooklyn, N.Y ., and the University of Illinois, where he taught
before coming to Downer in 1961.
He has done considerable academic work · in design.
Thrall has built a solid record
of recognition throughout the nation. This year, so far, he has
won three purchase awards in
widely separated exhibitions. One
of the highlights of :his career
was a 1960 one-man show of prints
in the Smithsonian institution. The
Library of Congress has a collection of five of his graphics.
A holder of the Louis Comfort
Tiffany grant for graphics, Thrall
specializes in ancient caligraphy.
Private and public collections
throughout the nation contain
Thrall graphics.
He studied at Milwaukee State
Teachers college, the University
of Wisconsin, the University of
Illinois and Ohio State university.
Purdo is one of the very few
American craftsmen who owns a
hallmark in the Guildhall of England, an honor he achieved while
studying on a Fulbright scholarship. His silver work has won
numerous awards and has been
widely exhibited. This January
he was afforded a one-man show
at the Milwaukee Art center.
He studied at the University of
Michigan, Cr~brook academy
and the Royal College of Art in
London.

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

A GROUP of Oneida Indian children entertain People- to-People in a meeting last Saturday. Organized and led
by Rev. Harry Vetter, assistant to the vicar at Oneida,
these youngsters performed dances not only from their
own tribe, but other tribes as well.

Annual May Day Activities
To Honor College Women
THE 58th ANNUAL May day celebration which
will honor senior women, women administrators dieticians and house mothers, will .take place Sunday, May
9, Mother's Day.
l\IA Y DAY activities have varied
greatly up to the present day

ceremony. For many years the
YMCA and YWCA sponsored the
events. As many as 150 co-eds
dressed in whit.e participated ,
while YWCA girls, not the selected seniors, performed the May
pole dance.
Not to be outdone, the male
population of Lawrence crowned
a May king after the ceremony
crowning the May queen. A gaily
decorated pole was set up in a
corner of the campus, and with
fife and drum the sovereign was
trundled in a wheelbarrow to his
chair of state, a small keg set ou
a barrel.
The king, judged the homeliest
man in school, was dressed in a
conglomerated athletic outfit with
a broomstick as a sceptre and a
wreath of dandelions as a crown.
IN 1916 a masque, "The Tri-

· .. For PIZZA ....
and other Italian and American Foods

The VILLAGE INN
Formerly Gallo's
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE - Daily, 5-12 p.m.
Phone 8-1122

umph of spring," with a cast of
100 students plus dancing groups
was presented. By 1926 the spectacle included 33 dances performed by 175 girls combined with a
pageant, "The Kingdom of Happiness ."
In the last 10 years the program
has varied only slightly. This
year flower girl Elizabetl1 Cronmiller and page Dan Povolny wilt
lead the seven senior girls who
have been elected by the students
to the May Day court. The girls
will parade around the May pole
in their white formals until the
May queen and maid of honor are
announced.

The choir will sing during the
ceremony, and the winner of this
year's follk dance, Kappa Delta
sorority will perform their dance.
AT THE end of the festivities,
roses will be presented to the
Lawrence women who have served the college, such as .this year's
counselors , members of Mortar
board, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Lambda and this year's BestLoved.

Invitations to the day's festivities have been mailed to the mothers of all Lawrence women; all
parents are invited to attend the
celebration of this year's May
day.
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AVIS
BERT-A-CAR

BICYCLES BUilT FOR TWO!
CELESTIA •

PRICES FROM $100 TO $1500

FOR RENT

Monday, 9 a .m.

$4.00

at

Sam Belinke
Jewelers
College at Ons ic::a

11

Your Trusted Jewel er"

Northgate Skelly
"GO FOR A PICNIC ON A BIKE"
l 05 W. Northland Ave ., Corner of Oneida and Old 41
Convenient Bus Service - RE 3-9973

I

A Day .-Plus 10c a Mile

105 East Franklin Street
APPLETON

1

For Reservations Call
RE 9-2:wi
~

French 'Cultural . Attache Speaks
About Future of Modern Franee

April 30, 1965

The LA WRENTIAN

ROTC To Give
Financial Assists

By GENEVIEVE J. J. GAUTHIER

Lawrence university AFROTC
cadets will be among the first to
benefit from a nation-wide program of Air Force scholarships
recently authorized by Congress
in the ROTC Vitalization Act of

. WHEN I LEARNED that the attache culturel, M. Allewaert wiould be speaking
rn the Riverview_ loun_ge _of .the Union, I immediately pictured· him facing a
people scattered m this sizeable roiom. The students had not been interested in hear-

few

ing a discussion on some aspects
of the racial problem in Mississippi; they would even less bother to
come and listen. to a talk given in
French. But the room was weil
fr.11ed. Some students told me they
did not want to miss a chance that
comes so seldom; others that attendance here had been required
by their teachers.
"'' AGREGE" or assistant of
.American literature at the Sorbonne, Allewaert is now attache
c ulturel of the consulat general de
France in Chicago, the first to
hold this position.
The creation of this cultural
service in 1962 was one of the
steps of a long-range development of French culture in the
U.S. and abroad. This movement
itself is part of a broader evolution which Allewaert traced back
ro the war period.
By the mid-forties, after the prewar faithlessness, the population
started growing with an unexpected impulse. The increase kept on
a s years went along, and now
France has 47 million inhabitants.
THE evolution towards prosperity was quickened around 1962, for
France was at last in peace. Decolonization, which Allewaert said
France ·h ad handled with "bonsens," was over; the metropolitan
muntry made aware of its duties
t owards the African countries, had
tthe means to fulfill those duties.
Because France was in peace
and because European countries
were drawing together, a new
prosperity and a new stability established themselves. Since 1958,
wher. DeGaulle came to power,
not only has poJi.tical stahility
~n brought to the country, but
France has made its strength o~
-vious to the eyes of the world, said
AJ!ewaert.

Criffin To Address
Archaeology Group
Dr. James B. Griffin , professor
of anthropology at the University

of Michig an, will address the
fourth and last meeting of the Appleton Society of the Archaeological Institute of America at 8 p.m.
this Sunday, May 2, in the Worcester Art center.
His topic will be the Hopewellian
culture of the upper Mississippi
and Ohio valleys.
Griffin is director and curator
of archaeology in the Museum of
Anthropology, University 'of Michigan. He has done extensive field
work including three months
studying 'Siberian prehistory in
the U.S.S.R.
In 1957, Griffin received the
Viking ·F und medal and award in
anthropology. He received his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from the University of Chicago
a nd his doctorate from the University of 'Michigan .

Modern France is turning towards her future, planning ahead.
The Frenchman does not restrict
himself to 1965 but looks forward
to 1970 or 1980. This confidence
comes along with a renewal of the
inventive spirit, particularly in
technology. Need one mention the
success of the plane "CaraveUe"
which fills any Frenchman with ·
pride?
WHAT are the consequences of
this development in the social and
cultural areas?
Urbanism is
springing, education is adjusting
itself to new demands. The school
system is made more fl.exible, the
secondary education in a lycee is
no longer the privilege of the middle-class.
The student unions are more and
more active; culture too is no
longer restricted to an elite. It
answers the needs of a mass,
thanks to pocket books, long-playing reeords, the building of coltural centers in the province or
the performances of the "Theatre
National Populaire."
It did not fall under Allewaert's
province to talk about political
problems, but in order to present
the cultural and social aspects of
France, he had to mention the
evolution of the country in the
other areas too. And, at the end
of his talk, he did not refuse to
answer two political questions.
I FELT that the students,
though they had been interested in
the speech, perhaps would have
preferred to hear some more unusual aspect of France and in a
less formal way .
What will probably be remembered is the contrast shown by
Allewaert b,etween traditional and
modern France. Allewaert somewhat humorously pictured the
Frenchmen as seen by some Americans: leading a merry life, enjoying himself over wine and good
food, with none of the image of the
industrious "ant" that he now is.
To France as it is present in
students' rooms through prints of
Renoir or Pi ssaro, he opposed a
country concerned with technical
1

·
progress; to the traditiona<l culture presented by people like
Sartre or Camus, he added the
new enjoyment of leisure time for
the workman.
ALLEWAERRT also stressed
the difference between modern
France and its past ; the country
has left behind- its uncertainty or
lack of confidence to gain ''le sens
d'une destinee retrouvee ."
The French people trusted De
Gaulle; they are now full of vitality and France has been rebuilt.
Such an emphasis was noticed by
few people. It induced a student
to say spontaneously that Ailewaert had proved to be a "good
Frenchman," as a member of the
consulate should.

AFS To Sponsor
Meeting at Kendall
The American Friends Service
committee is sponsoring a weekend conference May 7-9 at Kendall college in Evanston, Ill. The
main topic for discussion is "The
· University and Its Relation to Society."
Students and faculty involved
in the Selma and Viet Nam demonstrations will lead discussions.
J.tems on the agenda indude: implications of the Berkeley Free
Speech movement ; a case study
of the SCLC Ala!bama project and
response to the Viet Nam war;
and future programs for Illinois
and Wisconsin.
Total cost for the weekend will
ibe around $5. Interested students
and faculty may contact Wendy
McOlure, campus coordinator for
AFS, at extension 382.

~
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1964.
One

thousand scholarships will
be awarded across the nation to
men entering their junior year of
. the program next fall .
According to Lt. Col. CarroU
M. Newstrom , professor of aerospace studies, Lawrence is assured of a number of scholarships,
based on the average number of
cadets commissioned during the
past five years.
Each scholarship will cover tuition, fees, laboratory and project
equipment, as well as books for
the junior and senior years. In
addition, a $50-per-month retainer
fee will be paid for the 20 months
the scholarship is held.
No special or additional military;
commitments will be incurred 1.>r
imposed on students accepting the
scholarships. At Lawrence, th:.e
scholarship for the full two school
years will amount to about $5000
for students in the sciences and
CONSERVATORY student Bar$4roo for students in the humanibara Dancey appeared in a recital ties, social sciences or arts.
with Mary Beldo performing Bach
The scholarships will be awardarias, songs of Mozart and Gran- ed by local committees of miliados, and a piano oomposition, tary and civilian faculty members
"Excursions for the Piano" by at each educational institution.
Alternate recipients will be named
'Barber.
in addition to scholarship winners.
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Sensational Summer Storage

FREE

BOX

FOUND

STORAGE

A gold identification brace-

let was found at the DeltaTheta party last Saturday
night. The owner may claim it
by contacting John Ishikawa,
Delt house, extension 358.
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For Your Entire Wardrobe

· MOTH SAFE

Shop

rr:·

225 E. College Avenue - Phone 4-2131
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Save the bother of loading and transporting your winter garments. home
WE'LL STORE EVERYTHING
'TILL FALL - YOU PAY
NOTHING BUT USUAL
CLEANING CHARGES
For Further Details Call
RE 3-6678

Paint and Art Centre

PEERLESS - UNEEDA

PICTURE FRAMING

Gifts of Art at
Reneita Galleries

Standard and Custom Sizes

LAUNDERERS and DRY CLEANERS

ART SUPPLIES
ART BOOKS

606 North Lawe Street

•

RE 4-3272
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307 EAST COLLEGE A VENUE
112 Block off Campus

•

NEW SPRING ITEMS
T-SHIRTS

SWEATSHIRT

PRACTICE JERSEY

JACKETS

BE THOUGHTFUL ON MAY 9th ... Send
a MOTHER'S DAY CARD. Full Selection
in Stock!
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As Always ... A Few New Paperbacks

·

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

$350,000 Infirmary
To Be Ready By 1966
A $350,000 health center will be constructed on t:4e
Lawrence university campus by September, 1966_. it
has b een announced by President Curtis W. Tarr. The
building will be a ttached to the
north wing of Colma n hall at the
e ast end of Lawrence street.
COLMAN is the only dom1itory
that will continue a separate food
operation after a central food service is established in several years
and consequently is the logical
building for infirmary placement.
The exis tence of a corridor in
the guest wing of Colman will
make it possible for food to be
transported from kitchen to patients without going outside.
By attaching the health center
directly to Colman, enough land
is conserved in that block to alJow the construction of anothe r
maJor bmlding where the Lawr ence house and Brokaw annex
now stand.
·
THE new building provides for
16 beds instead of the 12 beds in
the present inf inna ry , a frame
house in use since 1907; it increases the epidemic bed capacity
from 13 to 30, the waiting room
~apacity from two to 12 and the
examination and consulting rooms

from one to five. In case future
enrollments warrant it, a 12-bed
addition could be placed to the
north.
Completely new facilities in the
Health center will be psycl1ological counseling and testing suite,
rooms for heat and hydro-therapy
and isolated bearooms for contagious diseases.
Unde r the te rms of the George
F . Peabody will drawn up more
tban fifty years ago , the appreciated sum of $92,000 was given
for a women 's infirmary, with another $61,500 set aside for its
maintenance .
SINCE that amount is not adequate to e r ect a separate building, Lawrence university obtained a court interpretation allowing
the Peabody money to be used for
a portion of the Health center.
The building, as will the dining
room of Colman,. will be air conditioned. Shattuck , Siewert and
Associates, Inc., of Neenah are
the archite-cts.

HELLER'S LAUNDERETTE
QUICKEST LAUNDRY SERVICE ON CAMPUS

Spe~ializing in

WHITE or COLORED SHIRTS
PROFESSION ALLY LAUNDERED with Daily
Campus Pickup and Delivery.
8 lbs. for a Dollar

Shirts 20c in a bundle
ONE DAY SERVICE WHEN NEEDED

Phone RE 4-5674

MEN
I

Look Your Best
Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke ~uilding
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Mace, Mortar Board
Co,itinued from Page 1

Judicial board , and is head proctor of Asten-Hill. She is a mem:
ber of the Lawrence Independents
association , the sailing dub , and
has received honors and high
honors.
· Miss Eaton is a mathematics
major with a grade point of 2.341.
She has served as treasurer and
president of Kappa Alpha Theta.
She has worked on Social, Prom,
Pep, Prospective Student and New
Student Week committees and has
served as co-chairman of Homecoming committee.
Miss Fischer is a biology, premed major with a grade point of
2.404. She has been elected to
Sigma and Pi Sigma and is a
member of WRA and Women's Judicial board. She has received
th€ Judith A. Gustafson award for
the outstanding sophomore woman.
MISS Kehoe is an English m c1jor with a grade point of 2.119.
She has served the Lawrentian as
copy editor, desk editor, and editor-in-chief. She has also been
a member of the editorial board
and the Board of Control.
Miss Pauni is a psychology major with a grade point of 2.562.
She has been elected to Sigma and
Pi Sigma and has served Kappa
Alpha Theta as chaplain, first
vice-president and pledge trainer.
Miss Sodegren is a psychology
major with a grade point of 2.028.
She is a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta and has served as co-chairman of Prospective Student committee and New Student Week
committee. She was a member
of the International Weekend
Steering board.
MISS Tucholke is an art major
with a grade point of 2.909. She
was vice-president of her sophomore class and has worked for
Kodak, an art-literary magazine.
She has received an art award
for her painting and teaches art
classes.
,
Miss Watson is a psychology
major with a grade point of 2.484.
She has served as treasurer of her
Delta Gamma pledge class and as
co-rush chairman. She is .a member of Pi Sigma and has worked
for WRA as president and as an
executive board member as well
as being co-chairman of the freshman friend program and the bestloved committee for LWA.
'Miss Wetherell is an EnglL5h
major with a grade point of 2.601.
She has served as courtesy and
scholarship chairman of Kappa
Alpha Theta and is member ,of
Pi Sigma. She has been secretary and vice-president of LWA.
She received the Edith A. Mattson
award for being the outstanding
resident of Sage.

Lawrence, Wisconsin Cop
GE Honors for Wisconsin
WHEN THE University of Wisconsin defeated.
Bethany college on the GE College bowl Sunday,.
April 18 , it was the first time two schools from a single
state have gone the full winning
route in one season.
EARLIER during the 1964-65
game series, Lawrence retired
undefeated from the program.
Of the 17 schools undefeat.ed so
far, there have been several duplications of state, but none has _
appeared in the same season.
Consequently the enthusiasm of
Wisconsin f.ans this year is probably unparalleled in the history of
the program.
Two states have fielded three
winning schools apiece . Pennsylvania has- boasted Lafayette,
Drexel and Temple in successive
seasons ; while New York has had
Colgate, Rensselaer and Hobart,
and William Smith , also in fol lowing years.
Two-school states are Maine ,
with Bates and Bowdoin ; and
California with Pomona and Whittier.
Remaining five - game winners
are the University of Massachusetts, Ohio Wesleyan, DePauw ,
Rutgers, the University of Virginia , and in the present season ,
Portland State.

NORTHERN STATE BANK
Wisconsin and Drew

Spring Brings Out the Best

in People
And the Best People

SENIORS:

Go to

P.C.D.!

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
PALACE

The Best C,ure for Spring -F ever

RE 4-9131

8 15 West College Ave.

is at

Lawrence and the University of
Wisconsin have several other
common denominators beside location-both are all-male teams
and both defeated Wilson college.
The Wilson girls were invited to
re-appear when a teehnical erroron the part of the production staff
was protested by many visitors.

WLFM Schedules
Russian Programs
WLIFM has scheduled a series of
programs on Russian culture fo r
9 p.m. on the next three Sundays.
May 2, 9 and 16. Winsor Whiton
will add commentary about the
musical and literary selections he
will present.
For the first broadcast Whiton
plans opera music by Boris God-unov and the more modern Stravinsky. The second program
will center on 19th-century music ,
including composers Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninoff and Moussorsky.
Whiton will close the series with
a program on folk music , contrasting field recordings with modern soviet folk orchestration. In
addition , the last program will include Chekov readin.[:!s in EnglisR,
possjbly one of Chekov's farces,.
and Puskin poetry in Russian .
with accompanying English translation.
Throughout th€ series Whiton
will explore Soviets' approach to
17th, 18th and 19th-century music,
pointing out which music is considered favorite, bourgeois and'
decadent. He will parallel these
attitudes to the Soviets' treatment
of lite~ature.
Stating that there is "a great
deal of Russian material never ·
touched on, " Whiton wiJJ include
lesser known Russian music in his ·
program.

NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000 models
at Pah-Low's.
Priced from $3 to $100

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas
Until 1 :00 a.m.
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Columbia Survey Supports
Lawrence's Honor System
By TERESA A. SMITH
.sIN~E academic integrity is the foun9-ation of higher learning, the Lawrence
umverruty honor system was formed in 1962 primarily through the efforts of · a
student.faculty committee in the belief that students could profit from an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. Probably the most obvious advantage gained through the
e stablishment of the honor system
is the allowan<:e of unproctored
examinations or similar supervision in other situations .THIS added freedom was made
possible through the agreement,
-signed by entering students from
the class of 1966 on, which states
"that he will neither give nor receive aid during any examination. "
The founders of the honor sys·
tern also believed that Lawrence
students are capable of assuming
the responsibility for maintaining
high academic honesty standards.
Hence, we have the second part
of the student's agreement which
refers to personal responsibility,
and the third part that he help to
maintain an honest academic atmosphere for the whole communit.y.

These stipulations are stated as
follows: (2) that in none of his
written work will he intentionally use, in any way, without acknowledgment, the work of another person and ( 3 ) that he will
report any honor code violation
of which he is aware.
THIS tlurd clause is probably
' the most criticized feature of the
honor system. It was the feeling
· of the student-faculty committee
that if academic integrity is to be
taken seriously and accepted as
a standard of behavior, then members of the student community
must accept the responsibility of
seeing that offenders are reported. In ac<:ordance with this third
clause, there have been some
cases reported of a student's
cheating in examinations.

Nevertheless, if we assume
that there are those in the Lawrence student body who are in·
dined to take an unfair advan·
· tage ·of the unproctored examinations, one must conclude that students are not willing to uphold the
third clause in praetice although
they agree to ii in principle.
This may be the case a.s indi~
·c ated by Sean Austin's study done
la st year as part of the SEC committee on the honor system. In
his survey of 640 students, he
found that the majority of students agreed the third clause was
necessary in principle yet if cheating actually occurred, they were
not likely to turn in their fellow
student. A subsequent difficulty
arises even if such a report i.<;
made, for the honor cow1-cil may
have only two conflicting verbal
explanations to consider as evidence.
IT IS not surprising, therefore ,
that most cases reported to the
honor coW1-cil are concerned with
violations of the second ,c lause
i.e., the student plagiarizes on ~
theme. This action can be detected by the professor who is then
able to provide material evidence
justifying an honor council case.
Because some past cases result.
ed from a misunderstanding of
plagiarism, the honor council in
1964 clarified the definition to include not only the copying" with·
out acknowledgment of the language of someone else from a
book or a theme, but. also from
notes, a lecture, or even a discussion which may produce nonoriginal inforrn.ation.
Freshmen are probably the most
frequent offenders, as sometimes
I

Appleton High Seniors
Take Science Courses
A SELECT group of Appleton high s.chool seniors
were part of the Lawrence community during the fall
and winter terms, it was announced recently by
Chandler W. Rowe, dean of academic affairs. Five Sp€Cia1 c;tudents attended classes in chemistry and mathematics as part of an
experimental program in co-operation with the local school board.
THE students were chosen on
the basis of ability in math and
science. It was also made certain the seniors had extra credits to compensate for any difficulties incurred at the Univ~rsity,
thus allowing them to graduate
with their class in June.
Schedules were arranged to fit
classes at Lawrence; enrollment
was Umited to mathematics and
scienee where performance could
be more closely scrutinized.
Each student took one regular
college-level course, and was
granted a tuition remission by the
university; that is, full scholarship for the one course. The Appleton school board voted to pay
the matriculation fees.
THE idea for such an experiment originated in conversations
between :Or. Marshall B. Hulbert,
vice-president of the university,
and 'Dr. William F. Berner, principal of Appleton High school.
It was hoped that such a program would give exceptional stu-
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COLUMNS- LETTERS to the EDITOR ---

dents the opportunity of an early
"taste" of the college experience,
as well as affording school officials a chance to pinpoint poten·
tial college candidates.
"Although we have yet to meet
with school officials for a criti·
cal appraisal of the experiment,"
explained Rowe, "very satisfactory results are in evidence. Hopefully , we would continue such a
program, if the high school remains interested."
ONE person particularly satisfied with the results is John
Forbes, one of the seniors participating. Forbes received an A
in Math 21 <differential and integral calculus l last term, an upperlevel course. Since then he has
accepted an invitation to study
next year at the California Institute of Technology.
Kenneth R. W. Sager, associate
professor of education, indicated
that "student reaction was quite
positive" when the seniors appeared before the Appleton school
board earlier this year. Berner
indicates that, pending a more
complete eva1uation, plans will
soon be made for continuing such
a program at Lawrence next year.
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By R. GORDON LUTZ

~I

TJ:IE GREAT disadvantage of a, local weekly column 1s t~at so much comes and goes in seven days. The
best of it goes unannounced so that it is difficult if

not impossible to keep an audi·
ence informed of what is wor th
May 9. Showings are in the Litseeing. The prime recent examtie theatre, Campus School, 5:30
ple is Fellini's astounding "8lf.:."
and 8 p.m.
\.vhich played a one-shot engage" Seve nth Seal" is Bergman at
they do not realize the seriousness
mcnt at the Viking last Saturday hi s almost-best ; "Winter Light,·•
of academic integrity in a college.
ni ght.
part of his trilogy, is Bergman at
community. Possibly the source
THANKS
are
due
to
Mr.
Brekehis worst and is a waste of time
of this confusion is a high school
ley , the manager , who asked to
for anyone other than fan a tics.
where frequent cheating or "sharLAWRENCE
Film Classics'
hold over the print from the reing" had been condoned .
cent
Neenah
showing
and
found
"
The
E
a
rr
ings
of Mme. De"
IN regard to this point, a study
himself turning people away
this Sunday at Science hall is the
in 1964 by Columbia university on
when he showed it at the Viking.
work of Max Ophuels, a much" Academic Dishonesty and Its
In response to a query, he said talked-about and little-known diControl in Colleges" found that
rector who is best known for
"the most important determinant he was extremely gratified at the
turnout
but
that
there
was little
"Lola ," which few people have
of changes in cheating between
chance of its returning.
ever seen.
high school and colleg~ is the level
But particularly on such short
"Earrings" is a sophisticated
of disapproval of cheating among
notice,
this
kin<I
of
interest
in
tragi-comedy
starring three of
the student's college peers. StuEurope's most renowned pe1·dents who cheated in high school quality films will encourage mo~e
programs of the sort. and we
formers, Charles Boyer, Danielle
but are now at colleges with
Darrieux and Vittorio De Sica.
strong dimates of disapproval of should be grateful for them.
THE movie "8%" of the curA pair o'f diamond earrings cheating are likely to give it up,
rent
"Fox
Cities
Movie
A.rt
Series
pawned
by a countess to pay
and, conversely, students who did
.. . 3 Motion Pictures for the Disdebts she has incurred without
not cheat in high school but are
her husband's knowledge , repurattending rolleges with weak cli- crirninate Movie Goers" was at
chased by her husband for his mismates of disapproval are apt to the Neenah Luxury theatre .
Second in the series was "The
tress, lost by her in a roulette
begin cheating in college."
Pumpkin
Eater,"
and
finishing
game
, bought by an Italian diploThe perlalty at Lawren<!e for a
off the series, in not the best
mat and presented to their origiwillful violation of the honor code,
style, wil) be "The Visit," with
nal owner with whom he has fallhowever, is not expulsion but imIngrid
Bergman
and
Anthonv
en
in love-become the symbol of
mediate suspension from school
the countess' pride , without which
for the remainder of that term Quinn, Tuesday-Thursday,
4-6. To know what's suppposed to
she cannot live.
and for the following term. BeFOR next year we are proud to
cause the honor council felt a need . happen, we suggest you read the
Duerrenmatt play.
~nnounce some of the following
for a flexible penalty which could
Monday night this reviewer had
films for the Film Classics probe tempered to individual cases,
gram: "Woman in the Dunes "
the Committee on , Administration the dubious ~pleasure of seeing the
"Sundays and Cybele!' "The V1rin 1964 changed this normal pen- first film version of "Fanny Hill,"
produced in Berlin bv Albert gin Spring," "The Trial," "Dialty to be the maximum possible
Zugsmith, a fellow with an eye
vorce - Italian Stvle," :'Last
penalty.
for
the
cost-cutting
production,
Year at Marienbad" and "The
THE council, in striving to deand directed by Russ Meyer, a felConnection."
cide for the good of hoth the academic community and for the in- low with a mild!y abortive sense
dividual , carefuJly considers the of comedy.
FILMED in teasing cleavage
Lecturers to Speak
evidence available, the circumand
double-entendre, it bears litstances under which the offense
On 'Beggar's Opera'
was committed and the individual tle resemblance to the renowned
book, save a few proper names
The Lawrence chapter of Morinvolved. In cases where suspentar Board will present its third
sion of some degree has been im- and improper incidents.
But Fanny maintains her in·
lecture in th€ series "The Play's
posed the record of such is erased
the Thing" at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
upon the student's return to Law- nocence (no thanks to her, really)
because with so much slapstick May 5, in the Riverview lounge.
rence.
throughout, there is no time left
Paul Hollinger and Lynne AnContrary to the opinion of some
for bouncing in the boudoir. Ho
sorge will discuss the forthcomstudents, the returnee has often
hum.
ing Lawrence University theatre
expressed to the dean and honor
It was a private showing which
production of John Gay's "Begcouncil the idea that suspension
convinced us at least that the film
gar's Opera."
promoted a new respect and
definitely should be censored lest
The discussion is open to stustrong belief in his own personal
it induce mass sleeping sickness. dents, faculty and local residents.
integrity and in the Lawrence
ANOTHER horror will be "The
academic honor system.
Tomb of Ligeia," showing at the
Support for a student honor Viking this weekend. At least it's
DEA.DJ.INES
council to deal with offenders is
in color. We bet the cat turns
All
submissions
to the Lawfound in the Columbia study which in the best performance. Any
rentian must be in the office,
indicates that "the level of cheat- takers? And even her magic umroom B-6 Main hall, no later
ing is much lower at schools that brella can't seem to get Mary
than 7:30 p.m. Tuesday preplace primary responsibility for
what's-her-name out of the Apceding publication. Submisdealirig with cases of academic pleton theatre.
sions received later than this
dishonesty in the hands of stuIn a more serious vein, the Wiscannot be considered for pubJ.i..
dents and their elected represen- consin State university at Oshkosh
cation u~s prior aITangetatives. as under the honor syswill present Ingmar Bergman's
ments have been made with the
tem, than at schools that rely on
"The Seventh Seal" on Sunday,
editor. .
faculty-centered control or have
May 2, and his ''Winter Light" on
a form of mixed control in which
faculty and students jointly 'participate."
In attempting to find an explanation for this higher academic
integrity, the authors of this report concluded that "with the
Pay Our Regular Cleaning Cost and
privilege and trust students are
accorded under the honor system ,
they develop a stronger sense vf
Keep Winter Clothes Clean and Safe
commitment to norms of academic
Free Delivery - Pick-up Storage Bags
integrity and thereby a strong climate of peer disapproval of cheat-
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Students interested in working for the Lawrentian are invited to come to the Lawrentian office, room B-6 Main
h'i:lll, at 7:15 p.m. Tuesday or
Wednesday or at 4:30 next
Friday.
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tion with , ' 1It's nice to be importLast night a fellow Lawrentian tant but it's more important to
and I, for amusement's sake, de- be nice" (such obvious "talent"
cided to attend the Miss Apple- was not to go unrewarded! )
Another played that most diffiton Pageant. We expected farce
a la Miss Junior Miss (ad infini- cult of instruments, the Hammond
tum ad nauseum), but our ex- organ. Still .another presented an
pectations were exceeded beyond original dance entitled "White
the bounds of human tolerance Man's Sacrifice." There were
more, but all bad things have to
or reason.
Lawrence was given an obvious end sometime. In short, the "talslap in the face by the people of . ent" was embarrassingly poor.
* * *
Appleton who displayed their
THE FUTURE aspirations of
lack of taste, dullness and provincial bushness. Two girls from the girls ranged from beauty parLawrence were among the twelve lor operator to commercial artist <this girl drew a portrait of
,conte.stants.
a woman for her talent. The picBoth of the Lawrence girls ture cried out to be labeled,
played classical music for their "Draw me and win a scholartalent presentations; one on the ship.").
cello (spelled "Chello" twice on
the pageant program) and the
other on the recorder (an instrument thats very existence had to
·be explained to the audience).
The rest of the contestants presented such "talents" as humorous and serious declamations
<which would have been fortunDavid Ridgely and Heidi Eiserate to receive "C's" at any forensic competition), a girl ventril- er will present trumpet and piano
oquist who ended her presenta- recitals May 3 and May 6.
Ridgely's recital will be at 8:30 ·
p.m. Monday, May 3, in Harper
hall. He will be assisted by Pamela Sabol, clarinet; and Ellen
Larson, oboe.
He will play -F antasie En Mib
by Baret, Sonatine by Francaix,
The Lawrence Letterman's club The Hollow Men, Op. 25 by 'Persielected Curt Buchholtz as presi- chetti and Quiet City by Copland.
dent at a meeting last Tuesday, He will be assisted on the last
April 27. Jack Robertson will as- work by Miss Larson.
sist him as vice-president.
'Miss Sabol will play Concerto
Both are football lettermen ; No. 1 in C minor, Op. 26 by Spohr.
Robertson is a wrestler as well.
Miss Eiserer's piano recital wi!l
Other new officers are Bill Beno- be at 8 : 15 p.m. Thursday, May 6,
wicz, treasurer; and Ned Neme- in Harper hall. The program will
chek, treasurer .
include Toccata in E minor by
Another order of business at the Bach, Sonata in C major by Beetmeeting was the assignment of hoven Reflets dans l' eau and Minjobs available to "L" club mem- strels by Debussy and Ballade in
bers. The jobs, which include sell- F minor by Chopin.
ing freshman beanies, homecoming programs and Cokes, bring in
profits that are split 50-·50 between
OPEN HOUSE
the workers· and the club.
Sage will hold an open
There was also discussion of a
house from 8-10:30 p.m. torevision in the type of athletic
night.
awards given, but nothing was settled on this topic.

To the Editor:

J,on McGinty
Sandra A. Reising
Lee N. Sternal
Frederick H. Walsh

Two to Present
Trumpet, Piano
Performances

From the Editorial Board

Individual Education
We are now in the midst of registration which calls
our attention .to the structure of course offerings. for
n~xt year. In several departments, notably English,
history and psychology, teaching loads over the past
few :years have been heavy, classes large and course
offermgs not alw'a ys satisfactory.
Most notable difficulties have been in modern European history and sophomore literature: students desiring to enroll in these courses had been thwarted
either because no course was offered (the catalogue
neglected to note that it would be given in alternate
years) or because in class.e s with limited enrollment
the number :of sections was inadequate.
In drawing up GOUrse schedules each year, the various departments should make clear what courses will
not be offered in subsequent years or will be offered
in alternate years; thus students will not be caught in
their s,e nior year unable to take courses desired to fulfill major requirements.
·
Secondly many introductory courses like western
civilization and introductory psychology have becom-e
inordipately large, as have the popular advanced
courses in several departments; perhaps their size is
due to recent unattenuated changes in student interests. Some of these cours,e s have as many as 50
students, many of whom are not majors in the field
under study. While this number does not compare unfavorably with figures from large public institutions
nonetheless we must question whether we are paying
nearly $2500 per year for this kind of instruction in
advancd courses.
·
Large classes dr;1stically reduce the amount of
extra help a teacher is able to give and also reduce
student participation through questions and discussion. The catalogue says, "In this process ( of "sharpening the student's intellectual capacities") the
. lationship of teacher and student is all important. The
teacher-student ratio at Lawrence is approximately
one to eleven." The juxtaposition of statements her-e
seems to imply that a low faculty-student ratio is -desirable.
-One heavy drain on faculty time is the tutorial
system offered in most deparbments.. This method of
teaching is indeed expensive in time and money; yet
few w,ould seriously question the value of the individual learning experience it affords. Why can we not
somewhat expand the idea behind this form of instruction to limit sizes of more class.e s?
·
Thus we ask for consideration on the distribution of
c~:mrs~s _and the possibility of establishing reasonable
size hm1ts for various classes. The catalogue is vague
on .Lawrence's philosophy of instruction; in this time
of mcreasfog mass e?ucation, are we going to join. or
oppose the trend of increasing class enrollments?

Buchholtz H,e ads
Lettermen's Club

SPRING TERM . EXAM SCHEDULE
Revised April 26, 1965

Mon., June 7, 8:30 a.m . ... .. . Classes meeting at 9:20 M W F

(except Music 2.0)
meeting at 8:00 T T
meeting at 1:10 M W
meeting at 9:20 T T
meeting at 10:40 M w
meeting at 2:30 M W
:and Music 20
Thurs., June 10, 8:30 a.m.... Classes meeting at 8:00 M W

Mon., June 7,
Tues., June 8,
Tues,, June 8,
Wed., June 9,
Wed., June 9

re-

1:30
8:30
1:30
8:30
1:00

p.m.. ... . . . Classes
a.m........ Classes
p.m•..... . . Classes
a.m•. . ... .. Classes
p.m........ Classes

F
S

F
F
F

THERE'S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!
Medicinals, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and
Prompt, Courteous Service

•

BELLING

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.

"The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"
204 East College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin
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Compliments of the

First National Ban·k
of

APPLETON

Mem ber

F. D. I. C.

Dale Duesing Wins
Music Scholarship
Sophomore Dale Duesing has
won a national prize for singing
in the student men's voice division
of a contest sponsored by the National Federation of Music Clubs.
Duesing will be awarded a $200
scholarship, and he has been invited to sing at the Federation's
national convention this weekend
at Miami Beach, Fla. He will be
accompanied by his teacher, Mari
Taniguchi, associate professor of
music.
'Duesing had previously won the
state competition in Milwaukee
and the regional contest in Des
Moines, Ia. National winners were
chosen on the basis of tape recordings.

WLFM
Program Notes
91.1 megacycles FM

4: 45-Guard Session
5:00-National Educational Radio
Network
5:30-Dinner Musicale
6:50-Lawrence University News
and Sports
7 :00---Concert Hall
9:00-Special Show
NEXT WEEK'S HJGIIl,IGHTS

S

.Classes _not included in this time schedule may determine
their own tune of examination and report the decision to the
r~gistrar by ~ay 1; any that have not been reported by that time
will ~ave a time assigned. The assigned time will be given in
the first publishing of the schedule to appear after May 1.

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

209 East College Avenue

1

As the program dragged on U:
became obvious (at least to us)
that one Lawrence girl in particular was undeniably one of the
most talented and beautiful girls
in the contest. So it was very
surprising when the field was narrowed down to five, that the
Lawrence girl was not included.
We think Lawrentians are justified in saying, "We was robbed!"
We find ourselves in the uncharacteristic position of getting excited about something which we
consider classic triviality; but we
think it is more important than
just some inane beauty contest.
It is pointed out to us the absolute lack of aesthetic value by
the masses of people who are
impressed with crassness and incapable of appreciating class.
Appleton proved bathos to be
truly pathetic last night.
(Names Withheld)

April 30-May 7
Orpheus Legend in Poetry and
Music-Readings from Milton
and Pope; Selections from
Handel and Hayden: 5 p.m.
Sunday.
Special Show-Music and literature of Russian life from 19th
century to the revolution.
Africa: Past, Present and Future
-a special with Quincy Howe :
5 p.m. ,Wednesday.
The Genius of the French Theatre
-Albert Bermel, playwnght,
discusses his book: 5 p.m.
Thursday.
France Applauds - Popular hits
from the French Broadcasting
System: 5 p.m. Friday.
Power - Dan LeMahieu presents
the music and literature of
"'Power": 9 p.m. Friday.
Lawrence University Presents
Performances by students and
faculty of the Lawrence Conservatory : 4:45 p.m. Friday_
Concert Ha11-"The Planets" by
Gustav Holst: 7 p.m. Sunday.
Khatchaturian-Violin Concerto: 7
p.m. Thursday.

~

o

§
~

I~

BLOOD DRIVE
A blood drive will be held from
12-5 p.m. May 10 and 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. May 11 in Neenah.

i~
i§

ents. For more information
call Louise Kustner, 351.

§
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Students between the ages of
18 and 21 must have a written

consent slip from their par-
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Viking Varsity Tennis T earn
Wins One, Then Loses Two
.Netmen Tip Beloit 51/2-31/2,
Lose to St. Olaf, Carleton

playing fifth singles, won in
straight seto:. Bob Blctzinger turned in the other Viking victory by
winning fourth singles in straight
sets.
Coach Ron Roberts evaluated
this meet by saying "the match
could have b€€n decided by .a fli p
of the coin and th at St. Olaf jus t
out-played us. "
ALTHOUGH Lawrence dropped
a 9-0 de cision to Carleton thi s w;:is
a poor indica tion of how close the
meet really was. Four of the
matches went three sets and in
four others the Carls had to battle
for 6-4, 6-4 wins. In the third
doubles the Vikes pushed Carleton
to the wire losing 8-6 , 6-3.
The big upset of the day came
as Cooper and Bertram Jost their
first doubles match in two seasons. In the closest match of the
day they lost 5-7, 8-6, and 6-3.
Before the season got started,
Carleton, St. Olaf, Grinnell , Ripon
and Lawrence were predicted to
be the big powers in the Midwest
Conference. So far Carleton has
already beaten Ripon, Grinnell
and Lawrence by the score of 9-0.
If this is any indication of success ,
it looks like a repeat performance
for Carleton as conference champions. "I said a month ago that
I thought Carleton would be
good," said coach Roberts, !'now
I think they are great."
The Vikes will travel to Iowa tomorrow for action against Cornell
and Grinnell. After these encounters the netters will have only
meets with Ripon on May 6 and
with Oshkosh on May 8 remaining
before the -conference meet on
May 14-15.

THE LA WREN CE varsity tennis team rolled to
t heir :third straight conference win by downing Beloit
51/2 - 3 1/ ~ in a meet shortened by darkness, but then
<lropped two meet.s last Saturday
t o St. Olaf 4-3 and to 1964 Midwest
-c onference champion Carleton 9-0.
IN THE Beloit meet, Dave
Cooper, in the first singles spot,
.had an easy time of it as he
t rounced Bill McDonald in two
quick sets, 6-1 and 6-0. John Bertram, playing second singles posit ion, ran into a whirlwind in th2
form of Beloit's Jim Jones and
was downed 6-4, 6-2.
Tom Thomas, and Bob Bletzinger added two more wins to the
Viking total. Thomas beat Randy
Whitechurch 6-3, 6-2. Bletzinger
had to go the three sets, 4-6, 9-7,
and 6-3, to gain his win over Larry Hayes.
Doug Opel, fifth singles, started
out on the wrong foot by dropping his first set, 5-7, to Frank
Morgen but came back strong to
take the next two sets 6-0, 6-3, and
gain the Vikes fourth singles triumph.
WARREN Steele, making his
varsity debut, dropped a tough

Track Team Loses
To Carleton, 83-43
A large part of the disastrous
weekend experienced by Lawrence athletic teams was a crushing defeat of the Viking track
team at the hands of Carleton,
.83-43.

Although Lawrence won five of
t he fourteen events, the lopsided
score was a result of Carleton's
s uperior depth. Carleton placed
two men in every running event
and in the discus. Lawrence's
strength came in the field events
where they captured three firsts
and two seconds.
Lawrence's best single event
was the pole vault. It was won
by conference record-holder Bob
Pepper at a height of 12'. Following Pepper, in second place, was
sophomore Dave Crowell. In the
shot put, Carleton took a first and
a second. First place was won by
Carleton's John Thiel with a record toss of 49', 111h". The pre-·
viou.s Whiting Field record was
48', set by Gay of Michigan Tech
las,t year.
The individual standout for Lawr ence was Chuck Porter. Porter
captured firsts in the 220 and 440
yard dashes. Other firsts for Lawrence were taken by Dick Schultz
in the broad jump, Larry Wilson
in the javelin, and Pepper in the
pole vault.
The story of the meet was, according to Vike track coach Gene
Davis, that " they were just too
deep and too strong for us. The
meet this Saturday with Cornell
is going to be a crucial one, but
I think with the weather turning
nice now and making workouts
more frequent and more efficient,
we should begin ito improve. Although we are presently sort of
weak in the hurdles , I think we've ·
got the makings of a fine team."

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
for appointment

Dial RE 9-1805
231 East College Ave.
Appleton, Wis .

2-6, 6-2 , 3-6 game to Beloit's Paul

Schumaker.
The first doubles team of Cooper _and Bertram made it four in a
row, counting the freshmen varsity meet, as they notched a two
set, 6-4, 6-3, victory over McDonald and Whitechurch.
Thomas and Bletzinger at second doubles took the first set 6-4
from Jones and Martin , but when
darkness started to set in they
ran into trouble and lost the next
two sets 3-6 , 2-6, and the game.
OPEL a nd Nick Vogel teamed
for the third doubles spot and won
the first set, 8-6, against Beloit's
Hayes and Schumaker.
With
Opel and Vogel leading 2-1 in the
second set the game was called
because of darkness and each
team was given a half win.
Against St. Olaf, Dave Cooper,

St. Olaf Golfers Win
In Meet With Vikes
St. Olaf upset Lawrence, Carleton, and Ripon last Saturday by
posting a five man total score of
408 over the extremely cold and
windy Riverview Country club.
Carleton's team score was 412
while Law!lence and Ripon tied at
416.

planning a dance ...
or dinner ... or meeting?

The S easons
The Seaway Suite

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
by

CHARLES

~:,

the

FLORIST
Conway Hotel Building

America's F avorile

•
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Need new strings in your tennis racket? ~

JOHN'S
Restring Service

i

.

·~
~

i

i Hydraulic Stringing Machine i
~

PROFESSIONALLY DONE

~
.-

Call or See

~
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Flowers
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I
YELLOW CAB
I
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JOHN ZIMMERMAN
at CONKEY'S BOOK STORE ... or .
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MAIDENLY CIRCUMSPECTION is demonstrated by
Carolyn Fischer in the freshman-juni,or softball game
sponsore d by WRA last Saturday. Despite poor weather, four innings were played and the freshmen won
11-9.

I

Medalist Schmidt of Ripon at 76
and Viking Tom Hedin at 78 were
the only men in the field to break
80 as the hitter cold produced
numbed hands and missed shots.
Bob Kadarauch fired an 80 for
the Vikes. Eric Schulenberg carded an 84. Gus Murphy and Mike
Katz came in with 87's.
Coach Bernard J. Heselton is
confident his golfers will come
tback strong in the dual match
against Ripon tomorrow at Riverview.

The LA WRENT(AN
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MR. EARL WILSON

~

at REg,ent 4-3976
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Who Rides ·Motorcycles??
Well, Doctors, Engineers; Truck Drivers
Mill Workers, School Teachers, Welders,
Bricklayers., Beatniks, Painters, Bank Tellers, Repairmen, Housewives, Movie Stars
. . . . just about a nybody and just about
any age.
WHY??

Just look at the new DUCAT!. It's original
low cost is one reas,o n. It's good looks is
another. The gas mileage (150 mpg) is
nothing to sneeze at. There is neve .·
Worry about parking space or bus schedules. License cos,t are one third that of a
car. Repa irs are few and far between and
the cost of maintenence is low.
The main reason is - IT'S FUN. Why not
take a test run and see at .. .

JIFFY CYCLE SERVICE
1

320 Union Place
Open evenings from 7: 00 to 10: 00

Dial RE 4-2322

The LAWRENTIAN
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V ike Baseball Team Drops,
Double Header to Carleton
CARLETON, with the aid of two seventh inning rallies, downed Lawrence 6-2 and 7-0 in a twin bill held
at Kimberly park on April 23. In both games Carleton
bunched
rallies.

five

hits

for

five-run

IN THE first game Lawrence
led 2-1 until the seventh inning.

CHUCK McKEE strains toward victory in a hurdles race. Of _the
completed events in .the recent intersgua d track meet, McKee won the broad
jump, was second in the high jump, and then won both the 100-yard dash and the
120-yard high hurdles.

Quad Squad!

Delfs Take B~wling;

Sports Shots

t===========By 1 ROGER H. QUINDEL=====!.1
Although this past weekend was disappointing, as
far as intercollegiate sp-0rts were concerned there was
for
one bright spot in the sports picture: the victory of tlle
There was another change in
Lawrence Sailing club in the Area C elimination r_ethe standings of the Supremacy
gatta.
Cup this week as bowling, a majThis victory qualified Lawrence for the finals of
or sport, and the last carry-over
the
Midwestern Collegiate Sailing association whic~
from winter was ~inally completwill be held at Ohio, Wesleyan the weekend of May 8.
-ed.
The victory W\as all the more remarkable when one C0!1There was some juggling for
siders the calibre of competition and the size of tlle
position as the outcome was not
rdecided until the final day. The schools which they represent. The -0ther schools ente_
ed in the meet were Notre Dame, Marquette, Purdue
Fijis, Delts, and Betas all won
and the University of Wisconsin.
all three of their matches while
the Sig Eps, Phi Taus, and Phi
This fine victory was accomplished through the efDelts all dropped all three. The
forts of the two crews which represented Lawrence:
final standings are:
skipper Jim Thompson and his. crew, Karen. Swan; and
Delts
20
10
skipper Robert Duncan and his crew, David Barnard.
Fijis
19
11
A special congratulations goes to .the latter, for it was
Betas
15
15
their victory, in the meet's final race, which gave LawPhi Taus
15
15
rence a come-from-behind, two-point victory over NotSig Eps
12
15
re Dame.
Phi Delis
21
6
Not only was the meet a complete success as far as
The disputed forfeit between the
the sailing aspect is concerned, Q~t i~ also serve~. as a
Phi Delts and the Sig Eps was
fine display of Lawrentian hosp1tahty. Our v1s1tors,
discounted completely and neither
and the members of the host team, all felt that the
team got credit for a win or loss.
meet was run very well and "everyone enjoyed th_eir
Supremacy point s,tandings after
stay
at Lawrence." Much of the credit for the fme
all the winter sports are:
preparation of this meet which was held at the NeenFiji.5 . . .. . . . . . . . . 900
ah Nodaway Yacht club, goes, to Bob Duncan.
Phi Delts . . . . . . . . 750
No matter how successful the Lawrence crew is at
Betas ........ . ... 650
the
Midwest finals the congratulations •o f the entire
Delts .... . . . . .. .. 650
school goes to them for last week's efforts. And the
Sig Eps ......... . 250
best wishes are extended to them for the upcoming
Phi Taus . . . . . . . . . 100
meet.
Another week of softball has

Fijis Ahead in Race
Supremacy Cup

been completed. As of now, the
Fijis lead with a 3-0 record. The
Phi Delts are right behind with
a 2-0 mark. The Sig Eps and the
Betas have each posted 1-1 records. The Delis are 0-2 and the
Phi Taus are 0-3.
Last week's results are: Sig
Eps beat the Phi Taus 12-5. The
Fijis beat the Sig Eps 13-7. The
Phi Delts beat the Delts 7-2.
, The Phi Delt-Del1 game was
highlighted by the one-hit pitching by Steve Wilson of the Phis.
Also important in that game was
a three-run homer by Chuck McKee.
In one of the wildest games in
a long time, ,t he Fiji_s annihilated
the Phi Taus 42-8. Leading the
way for the Fijis was Ken Luckhardt who hit a grand slam home
run and drove in eight runs.
Horne runs in that game were
hit by Jim Stein and John Fischer of the Phi Taus, and Luckhardt, Al Orser and Gary Pines
of the Fijis.

Sailing Club Wins Regatta,
Qualifies for Chainpionship
THE LAWRENCE Sailing club placed first in the
Area C eliminations of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing
associati,on last week end. Skippers Bob Duncan and
Jim Thompson. aided by crews
Dave Barnard, Karen Swan, Mark
Saltzman and Jim Lannon racked up 50 points and a chance to go
to the Midwest championships at
Ohio Wesleyan on May 8.
NOTRE Dame and Wisconsin
aiso qualified with 48 and 40 poLnt
scores. Purdue and Marquette
round€d out the standings with 32
and 30 points each.
The regatta consisted of five
races each for both classes A and
B. In the 20-mile-per-hour wind
and 36-degree weather, the Lawrence team finished well up in
each race with Thompson getting
three seconds, a first and a third,
while Duncan placed three firsts,

a third and a fourth.
The high-point skipper of the
<lay was Bob Lang from Notre
Dame with 26 points, while the
two Lawrence skippers tied for
second with 25 points each.
Th"' regatta race committee,
headed by Gus Larson and Tim
Catlin of the Neenah-Nodaway
Yacht club, provided excellent
courses and the necessary safety
patrol boats during the entire day
of rough swells and heavy wind.
With the first home regatta behind the club, teams are scheduled
for two more regattas this year,
one at Marquette and the Midwest championships at Ohio.

The Vikes drew first blood as they
turned singles by Tim Knabe
and Mike O'Neil, along with a
double hy Jim Lynum, into their
only runs of the day ,
The Vikes also loaded the bases
twice. In the first inning they
filled the b,ags with two out but
were unable to coin the key bit
necessary to score. The fourth
inning was even more discouraging as they had three on with only
one out, but Beloit pitcher Dunn
ended the rally with two quick
strikeouts.
Carleton notched their first run
without the benefit of a hit, as
two walks and an error were turned into a run. But it was their
seventh inning rally which gave
them the win. Thev bunched a
triple, an error, a fielder's choice,
a triple and a double for three
runs off Vike pitcher Steve Bernsten.
BERNSTEN was reliev€d, at
this point, by Bill Prange. Prange
was unable to shut off the rally
before they had scored two more
via two singles.
The big story of the first game
was the Vikes inability to hit in
the clutch. Although they man~
aged 11 hits they also stranded 12
runners. Bernsten led the Vikes
with a perfect 3 for 3 game. Lynum was close behind with three
hits in four attempts, and O'Neil
was the only other Vike to get
two or more hits. Until the final
inning Carleton had been outhit 11
to 3, but their one big inning
more than made up for this, and
gave the victory to Beloit's Dunn.
Bernsten was saddled "';th the
loss, dropping his season record
to 1 and 1.

The second game was much like·
the first with the Vikes staying
within striking range until the
seventh, but then collapsing under
another five run Carleton rally·.
ALTHOUGH Carleton had got-·
ten nine hits off Vike hurler Chris
Isely they had managed only two
runs up to the seventh. The first
run came on a home run by J a-eobs , on the second pitch of tbe·
game. Buresh drov~ in the sec -' ond run with a booming triple .
scoring the pitcher Worcester.
Going into the seventh Carleton
held a shaky two run lead but
once again five hits, with the aid
of two errors, were turned into
five runs and an insurmountable
7-0 lead. After the first two runs
had scored Prange went in to relieve Isely in the reeky seventh,
but three more Carleton runners
crossed the plate before he was
able to retire the side.
Bernsten onC€ again led the
Vike hitting with two hits as they
were limited to four hits by winning pitcher Worcester. The big
hitters for Beloit were Buresh,
Arado, and Aune, who copped.
three hits apiece. The losing pitcher was lsely, who dropped his second game of the ·current season.
The only bright spots in an oth€rwise poor performance \ were a
spectacular throw by Lynum in
the first game, to nail a Beloit
runner at the plate, and a running catch by Lynum in the fifth
inning of the second game.
These two losses give the baseball team a season 1-3 record.
Their next action will be against
Lakeland in a non-conference twin
bill scheduled for Goodlnd field
at 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 1.
The following Wednesday they
meet Ripon for a single afternoon
game.

,A,LETON STATE BANK
Member FDIC

Your complete sound system in a single case will cover audiences
as large as 1000-yet it weighs only 22 lbs. and works on 10
flashlight batteries that last a year with normal use.
The Roving Rostrum is simple to use. Open the luggage-type
Royalite case; put the microphone where you want it; turn on
and talk! You get high quality, high volume sound from the
25 watt all-transistor amplifier, 2 full fidelity loudspeakers, and
dynamic cardioid microphone.
·
Retractable legs let you choose your reading height-and the
case becomes your lectern!
Your audience will hear you clearly-and by adding the AMPLI-Vox
Audience Participation Kit, you'll hear their questions and comments
clearlv. too.
Ampli-Vox Roving Rostrum Model _ ~_:_HO
Complete (less batteries) net
Audience Participation Kit Model S1030Includes extra microphone with 10 ft. cord, mixer, and
25 ft. extension cord net $29.95

$} 49 95 "-

Valley Radio
Distributors.
, 518 N. Appleton St.
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